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Over the past decade, critical, non-redundant roles of the ten-eleven translocation (TET) family of dioxygenase
enzymes have been identified in the brain during developmental and postnatal stages. Specifically, TET-mediated
active demethylation, involving the iterative oxidation of 5-methylcytosine to 5-hydroxymethylcytosine and
subsequent oxidative derivatives, is dynamically regulated in response to environmental stimuli such as neuronal
activity, learning and memory processes, and stressor exposure. Such changes may therefore perpetuate stable
and dynamic transcriptional patterns within neuronal populations required for neuroplasticity and behavioural
adaptation. In this review, we will highlight recent evidence supporting a role of TET protein function and active
demethylation in stress-induced neuroepigenetic and behavioural adaptations. We further explore potential
mechanisms by which TET proteins may mediate both the basal and pathological embedding of stressful life
experiences within the brain of relevance to stress-related psychiatric disorders.

1. Introduction
The current aetiology of psychiatric disorders posits that the complex
interaction of genetic predispositions and environmental factors confers
disease risk. Stress is one of the major environmental risk factors for
many psychiatric disorders including major depressive disorder, and
post-traumatic stress disorder, which are both associated with mal
adaptive regulation of central stress response (Lu et al., 2008; Kessler
et al., 1997; Kendler et al., 1999; Teicher et al., 2002; Mehta et al., 2013;
Yehuda, 2009; Dean and Keshavan, 2017; Loman and Gunnar, 2010).
This response is mediated via the autonomic nervous system and acti
vation of the neuroendocrine stress system via the hypothalamic pitui
tary adrenal (HPA) axis. Activation of the HPA axis originates with
corticotropin releasing hormone/factor (CRH/CRF) secretion from the
parvocellular hypothalamic neurons of the paraventricular nucleus of
the hypothalamus (PVN). CRF stimulates adrenocorticotropic hormone
release from the anterior pituitary into the blood stream ultimately
inducing the secretion of glucocorticoids from the adrenal cortex
(Deussing and Chen, 2018). Within both the periphery and central
nervous system, glucocorticoids act via the glucocorticoid receptor (GR)
and mineralocorticoid receptor (MR), which provide negative feedback
throughout the HPA axis and act as adaptive transcriptional regulators

in response to stress exposure (De Kloet et al., 1998). The coordinated
activation and regulation of the central stress response is required to
enable adaptive behavioural responses in the face of stressful life ex
periences and are often disrupted in stress-related psychiatric disorders.
Consequently, it is critical that we understand the molecular mecha
nisms by which stress mediates basal and pathological adaptations of the
central stress response.
Clinical and pre-clinical evidence suggests that stressful life-events
dynamically alter epigenetic mechanisms in both the periphery and
central nervous system. Epigenetic mechanisms mediate the complex
regulation of chromosomal regions without alteration of the DNA
sequence itself and include DNA modifications, post-translational his
tone modifications, and non-coding RNA (e.g., microRNA), as well as a
recently appreciated role of RNA modifications (Li et al., 2020a; Liu
et al., 2020), which interact in a highly coordinated manner to establish
cell type-specific epigenetic states and transcriptional profiles. Although
known to be dynamically regulated throughout development, it is only
in the past 10–15 years that epigenetics has become considered as a
dynamic process within the brain throughout life. This has led to the
term neuroepigenetics, which refers primarily to dynamic epigenetic
processes within post-mitotic neurons of the brain. Neuroepigenetic
mechanisms may therefore act as key mediators of the biological
embedding of stressful life experiences at the molecular level (i.e.,
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including TET1, TET2 and TET3, which mediate iterative oxidation of
5mC to 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC) and subsequently to 5-formyl
cytosine (5fC) and 5-carboxylcytosine (5caC), which is then excised by
the protein thymine DNA glycosylase (TDG) and base excision repair
machinery (Fig. 1A) (Tahiliani et al., 2009; He et al., 2011; Ito et al.,
2011; Shen et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2012). Other DNA binding proteins
such as the growth arrest and DNA damage-inducible protein (GADD45)
family members are also implicated in active demethylation and brain
function but will not be the focus of this review (Kohli and Zhang, 2013;
Ma et al., 2009; Li et al., 2019; Labonte et al., 2019).
Unlike the almost exclusive presence of 5mC at cytosine-guanine
dinucleotides (CpGs) throughout the genome of most vertebrate tis
sues, 5mC is present in both the CpG (mCG) and CH (mCH) context (H =
A, C, or T) in post-mitotic neurons with postnatal accumulation of mCH
coinciding with synaptogenesis and synaptic pruning, reaching 40–50%
of all modified cytosines in the adult rodent and human brain (Fig. 1B)
(Lister et al., 2013; Mo et al., 2015; Lister and Mukamel, 2015; Guo
et al., 2014). Notably, deposition of mCH is dependent on DNMT3A
within neuronal populations in the mammalian brain (Guo et al., 2014;
Stroud et al., 2017). Within both neuronal and non-neuronal cells, both
mCG and mCH are anti-correlated with gene expression with mCH being
the best predictor of gene expression in neuronal populations (Mo et al.,
2015), although intragenic 5mC is positively correlated with transcrip
tion in certain contexts (Wu et al., 2010). Another unique feature of the
neuronal methylome is the enrichment of 5hmC, which predominates in
the CG context, and accounts for ~1% of all modified cytosines in the
adult mammalian brain (Fig. 1B) (Lister et al., 2013; Mellen et al., 2017).
Recent evidence also indicates a potential role of 5hmC within the
human embryonic brain (with notable sex differences) of relevance to
neurodevelopmental perturbations, such as prenatal stress (Spiers et al.,
2017). Within neurons, 5hmC is generally enriched upstream of the
transcription start site (TSS; although depleted at the TSS itself), as well
as within gene bodies (where it is positively correlated with gene
expression) and distal regulatory elements (e.g., enhancers) indicative of
its regulatory function (Lister et al., 2013; Wu and Zhang, 2017).
Moreover, both the stability of 5hmC and the binding of 5hmC
“readers”, such as MECP2, within the brain indicate it is a functional
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encoding of information related to stress exposure) within discrete
neuronal populations in specific brain circuits, which may propagate
aberrant brain function and behaviour associated with stress-related
psychiatric disorders (Aristizabal et al., 2020). As a conduit for such
change, DNA modifications are of particular interest due to their relative
stability, especially in post-mitotic neurons, and the recent discovery of
active demethylation pathways within the brain mediated via the
Ten-eleven translocation (TET) family of dioxygenase enzymes. In this
review, we will therefore focus on the role of TET proteins and dynamic
DNA methylation processes in brain function and adaptation to stress.
The mammalian DNA methylome (i.e., genome-wide covalent DNA
modifications) consists primarily of 5-methylcytosine (5mC) and its
oxidative derivatives. 5mC is established by the de novo DNA methyl
transferases DNMT3A and DNMT3B, whereas DNMT1 maintains
methylation throughout genome replication in dividing cells (Jeltsch,
2006), with critical catalytic functions also in post-mitotic neurons
(Hahn et al., 2020; Meadows et al., 2015) (Fig. 1A). Active DNA
demethylation is catalysed by the evolutionary conserved TET proteins

Fig. 1. (A) Active DNA demethylation. Covalent addition of a methyl group to the 5th carbon of cytosine residues forming 5-mehtylcytosine (5mC) is catalysed by
DNA methyltransferases (DNMTs), which can be further oxidised to 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC) by the ten-eleven translocation (TET) family of dioxygenases
all of which are expressed within the post-mitotic neurons. 5hmC is then sequentially oxidised by TET enzymes to 5-formylcytosine (5fC) and 5-carboxyl-cytosine
(5caC), which is then removed by Thymine DNA Glycosylase (TDG) and base excision repair (BER) machinery ultimately resulting in an unmodified cytosine. The
dotted line indicates that TDG + BER-mediated excision of 5caC to C is yet to be empirically demonstrated in post-mitotic neurons. (B) Neuronal DNA methylome. Graphical
representation of the major DNA modifications of the neuronal genome where 5-methylcytosine in the CpG (mCG) non-CpG context (mCH, H = A,C,T) accounts for
~50% and ~40–50% of all modified cytosines in neurons of the adult human and rodent brain, respectively. Enrichment of hydroxymethylation is found within the
neuronal genome accounting for ~1% of modified cytosines and is primarily found in the CpG context (hmCG) in neurons of the adult human and rodent brain. A,
adenine; C, cytosine; G, guanine; T, thymine. Figures reproduced with permission from (Dick and Chen, 2020).
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epigenetic mark with discrete biological functions beyond being a
transient modification throughout active demethylation (Mellen et al.,
2012). These unique aspects of the neuronal DNA methylome are
indicative of the increased molecular encoding capacity of the
post-mitotic neurons and may mediate both stable and dynamic regu
lation of neuronal gene expression patterns required for
experience-dependent plasticity and behavioural adaptation. Indeed, a
role of dynamic regulation of the neuronal DNA methylome in brain
function has been substantiated since the re-discovery of 5hmC (Tahi
liani et al., 2009; Wyatt and Cohen, 1953; Penn et al., 1972) and the
identification of TET-mediated active DNA demethylation.

isoform within placental tissue (Yosefzon et al., 2017) suggesting likely
CXXC-dependent functions in tissues sensitive to prenatal stress. The
truncated TET1 short (TET1s) isoform lacking the N-terminus and CXXC
domain, is the predominantly expressed TET1 isoform within most so
matic tissues as well as within the brain (Zhang et al., 2016; Yosefzon
et al., 2017) with Tet1s mRNA enriched within neuronal populations
(Greer et al., 2020). Cell-type specific expression of TET1 isoforms is
mediated via alternate promoter usage, with the TetFL promoter located
upstream of the canonical TSS, and the Tet1s promoter located upstream
of the canonical exon 2 (Zhang et al., 2016; Yosefzon et al., 2017; Greer
et al., 2020). Within neurons, the Tet1FL promoter is marked by the
repressive histone modification H3K27me3, which is absent from the
Tet1s promoter resulting in the abundance of Tet1s mRNA within
neuronal populations confirmed via quantitative real-time PCR
(qRT-PCR) and RNA-seq (Zhang et al., 2016; Greer et al., 2020). Work
from our own lab supports these findings as permissive chromatin
accessibility (i.e., abundant ATAC-seq peak) is observed primarily at the
Tet1s promoter within both excitatory (Neurod6 positive) and inhibitory
forebrain neurons (Dlx5/6 positive) of the adult mouse brain (unpub
lished observations). Significantly, the lack of the CXXC domain confers
TET1s with reduced global chromatin binding and reduced catalytic
activity compared to TET1FL, although ChIP-seq data indicates similar
genome wide binding patterns (i.e., enriched within CpG-rich regions
and promoters) yet with decreased enrichment of TET1s in ESCs (Zhang
et al., 2016). Functionally, TET1 isoforms appear to mediate distinct
functions throughout development as well as in pathological states, with
dysregulation of TET1s specifically associated with poor prognosis in
several types of cancer (Zhang et al., 2016; Yosefzon et al., 2017; Good
et al., 2017). Within the brain, a recent study also emphasizes the unique
functions of TET1 isoforms (Greer et al., 2020). Neuronal activity and
synaptic scaling induce regulation specifically of Tet1s mRNA with no
changes in Tet1FL in primary hippocampal (HPC) neurons. Moreover,
Transcription activator-like effector (TALE)-mediated knock-down (KD)
of either Tet1s or Tet1FL results in disparate transcriptome changes and
opposing modulation of glutamatergic transmission in HPC neurons in
vitro (Greer et al., 2020). These changes likely mediate the divergent
impairments in contextual fear memory observed following either
Tet1FL or Tet1s KD within the dorsal HPC (dHPC) in this study. Thus,
TET1 isoforms indeed appear to have unique functions within neuronal
and non-neuronal cells, which must be considered in future research,
particularly within the brain.
TET3 similarly has multiple cell-type specific isoforms in mammals
although their distribution and function remain poorly understood. In

1.1. TET proteins and their function within the brain
TET proteins catalyse the conversion of 5mC to 5hmC (and 5fC and
5caC) in a α-ketoglutarate (α-KG) and Fe(II)-dependent manner (He
et al., 2011; Ito et al., 2010, 2011). This is mediated via a common
C-terminal core catalytic domain, which consists of a double-stranded
β-helix domain (mediating Fe(II), α-KG and 5mC interactions), a
cysteine rich domain (stabilising TET-DNA interactions) and a low
complexity insert for which the function remains elusive apart from
demonstrated post-translational modification of this domain (Fig. 2)
(Wu and Zhang, 2017) (Bauer et al., 2015). Both TET1 and TET3 have
multiple cell-type specific isoforms of which the full-length isoform has
an N-terminus CXXC domain that facilitates binding to CpG-rich se
quences (Jin et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2016). TET2 is present as a single
isoform in mammalian cells with the putative TET2 CXXC domain
encoded by the neighbouring gene Cxxc4/Idax, which was originally
part of the ancestral Tet2 gene before evolutionary chromosomal rear
rangement (Ko et al., 2013). Notably, the catalytic domain of each TET
protein is sufficient for nuclear localisation and DNA demethylation
indicative of the complex functional roles mediated via TET protein
functional domains (Tahiliani et al., 2009; Ito et al., 2010).
1.2. TET protein isoforms of the brain
Within the mouse and human cortex, single cell RNA-seq data (Allen
Brain Atlas) indicates an abundance of Tet2 and Tet3 mRNA in neuronal
populations with relatively lower levels of Tet1 mRNA present in the
adult brain. In mammals, the TET1 full length (TET1FL) isoform con
taining the CXXC domain is primarily found within primordial germ
cells, embryonic stem cells (ESCs) and the early embryo (Zhang et al.,
2016). Interestingly, TET1FL also appears to be the predominant

Fig. 2. Domain structure of TET protein isoforms
expressed in the postnatal brain
TET protein isoforms share a conserved C-terminal
core catalytic domain consisting of a cysteine rich
(Cys-rich) domain mediating chromatin targeting,
a double-stranded β-helix (DSBH) domain con
taining the key Fe (II) interacting HxD motif, and a
low complexity insert for which the function is yet
to be fully determined. TET1 full length (TET1FL)
and TET3FL proteins have an N-terminal CXXC
domain mediating DNA binding at CpG-rich se
quences, which is absent in the truncated TET1
short (TET1s) and TET3 short (TET3s) isoforms
abundantly expressed in the mature brain. TET2
lacks a CXXC domain yet interacts with the CXXC
domain containing protein IDAX/CXXC4.
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function (e.g., Nr3c1 encoding GR) following prenatal, early-life and
adult stress exposures (Provencal and Binder, 2015; Dick and Chen,
2020; Dirven et al., 2017). GR binding upon stimulation with dexa
methasone (DEX, synthetic GR agonist) induced stable DNA demethy
lation of glucocorticoid response elements (GREs) in vitro (Thomassin
et al., 2001; Makkonen et al., 2009), as well as within stress responsive
genes such as intronic demethylation of GREs within the Fkbp5 locus
(encoding the GR co-chaperone FKBP51) in the mouse hypothalamus
(HYP) following chronic corticosterone (CORT) treatment (Lee et al.,
2010). Similarly, demethylation of intronic Fkbp5 GREs was observed
following DEX stimulation in a human HPC cell line, subsequently
demonstrated also within peripheral blood cells as a consequence of
child trauma (i.e., early life stress) (Klengel et al., 2013).
Despite the established regulation of DNA methylation following
stress, initial studies into TET function within the brain did not directly
assess their role in stress-related behaviours and/or adaptations to stress
exposure. It was demonstrated that constitutive knock out (KO) of Tet1
(Tet1KO) in mice does not alter anxiety-like behaviours as assessed in the
open field (OF) and elevated plus maze (EPM), with no changes in
depressive-like or social behaviours assessed in the forced swim test
(FST) and 3-chamber social interaction test, respectively (Rudenko
et al., 2013; Kumar et al., 2015). Overexpression (OE) of the catalytic
domain of TET1 (TET1-CD) or the TET1-CD mutant (TET1-CDm) within
the mouse dHPC also had no effects on anxiety-like behaviour in the OF
(Kaas et al., 2013) although further characterisation of stress-related
behaviours were not conducted in these studies. However, direct
assessment of depressive-like behaviours indicates that TET1 and TET2
may differentially modulate susceptibility to chronic stress in adult male
mice (Cheng et al., 2018b). Specifically, chronic restraint stress (CRS)
induced decreases in global 5hmC and Tet1 mRNA levels as well as
altered genome-wide 5hmC profiles specifically within the prefrontal
cortex (PFC) following CRS. Interestingly, depressive-like behaviours
assessed in the FST and tail suspension test (TST), were decreased in
Tet1KO (same strain as mentioned above) and increased in constitutive
Tet2KO mice. Moreover, Tet1KO mice had a blunted response to CRS as
assessed in the FST and TST in contrast to an apparent increased
sensitivity to CRS in Tet2KO mice compared to wild-type control mice,
which the authors suggest as stress resiliency and susceptibility pheno
types in Tet1KO and Tet2KO, respectively. However, no further investi
gation of stress-related physiological parameters (e.g., adrenal
hypertrophy), HPA axis function, or other behavioural measures was
conducted such that the claim of stress resiliency vs. susceptibility must
be considered with caution. Mechanistically, stress-induced differen
tially hydroxymethylated regions (DhMRs) of the genome were pre
dominantly hypermethylated following CRS (despite decreased global
levels) with an enrichment of the transcription factor motif of the hyp
oxia inducible factor (HIF) family (Cheng et al., 2018b).
Co-immunoprecipitation (Co-IP) experiments revealed a direct
TET1-HIF1α protein-protein interaction (PPI) within the mouse PFC
only following CRS with HIF1α ChIP-seq analysis confirming a small but
significant enrichment of HIF1α binding sites within a small subset of
DhMRs within the PFC following CRS. Thus, authors suggested that
HIF1α may recruit TET1 to a small subset of candidate loci in response to
chronic stress within the rodent PFC. Unfortunately, the lack of RNA
expression analysis and further characterisation of physiological or
behavioural parameters limits the interpretation of this study. However,
it should be noted that a direct TET1-HIF1α PPI has also been observed
in zebrafish and mice in response to hypoxia (Wang et al., 2017).
Generation of a novel constitutive Tet1KO mouse (deletion of Tet1
exon 3 leading to premature stop codon in exon 6 disrupting catalytic
domain) also identified aberrant social behaviour and maternal care in
female Tet1KO mice associated with hypermethylation and decreased
expression of the Oxtr locus (encoding the oxytocin receptor) and the
IEG Npas4 in the HPC with no other stress-related behavioural or
cognitive deficits observed (Towers et al., 2018). In contrast, transgenic
constitutive OE of the full length Tet1 gene (Tet1OE) in mice induces an

oocytes and zygotes, a unique long Tet3 isoform lacking the CXXC
domain is expressed (Tet3o) and is the most abundant TET protein in
these tissues (Jin et al., 2016). Throughout neuronal differentiation,
alternative splicing and alternate promoter usage mediates TET3 full
length (TET3FL) and TET3 short (TET3s) expression (Fig. 2) with Tet3FL
mRNA being more abundant within NPCs and the embryonic brain (Jin
et al., 2016). In contrast, based on isoform-specific qRT-PCR analysis, we
consistently observe that Tet3s opposed to Tet3FL mRNA is more
abundant within both excitatory (Neurod6 positive) and inhibitory
forebrain neurons (Dlx5/6 positive) of the adult mouse brain, which we
also observe in nuclear RNA-seq from these neuronal populations (un
published observations). Abundance of Tet3s mRNA is similarly
observed in adult mouse retina (Perera et al., 2015) although the ratio of
isoform expression within other cell types is presently not known. Unlike
TET1 isoforms, TET3s has increased catalytic activity compared to
TET3FL, with the TET3FL demonstrating unique preference for binding
to 5caC over unmodified cytosines, 5mC, or 5hmC, which appears to
mediate binding in proximity to the TSS of specific target genes in NPCs
and embryonic brain (Jin et al., 2016). As for the TET1 isoforms, the
TET3 isoform appears to mediate unique functions, likely due to dif
ferential chromatin binding and association with differential interacting
protein partners (Perera et al., 2015). Thus, considering the abundance
of truncated TET protein isoforms within the brain and their unique
functions, further research is warranted to discern the contribution of
different isoforms to the observed roles of TET family proteins within the
brain.
1.3. TET function within the brain
Prior to the discovery of TET family proteins in 2009, the observed
dynamic regulation of DNA methylation within the brain (albeit from
bulk tissue analysis) repeatedly puzzled researchers as to how environ
mental stimuli, such as neuronal activity, learning and memory or stress
could induce demethylation in post-mitotic cells. Thus, identification of
TET-mediated active demethylation opened an exciting avenue of
investigation to substantiate active processes underlying dynamic DNA
methylation within the brain. To date, clear non-redundant roles of in
dividual TET proteins have been identified in various aspects of brain
function including: neuronal plasticity (Meadows et al., 2015; Kaas
et al., 2013; Rudenko et al., 2013; Kumar et al., 2015; Yu et al., 2015)
retention and extinction of conditioned fear memory (Kaas et al., 2013;
Rudenko et al., 2013; Kumar et al., 2015; Li et al., 2014; Gontier et al.,
2018), drug-induced plasticity (Feng et al., 2015), developmental (Ji
et al., 2020; Hahn et al., 2013) and adult neurogenesis (Zhang et al.,
2013; Montalban-Loro et al., 2019; Li et al., 2017; Choi et al., 2019), as
well as age-related cognitive decline (Gontier et al., 2018) and neuro
degeneration (Marshall et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020b). Clinical studies
have also demonstrated a critical role for TET proteins in brain function
as mutations and altered expression are associated with growth retar
dation, as well as cognitive and social deficits (Beck et al., 2020),
neurodegenerative (Marshall et al., 2020) and psychiatric disorders
(Dong et al., 2012). Moreover, altered 5hmC profiles are observed in
multiple sclerosis (Kular et al., 2019; Chomyk et al., 2017), neurode
generative diseases (Marshall et al., 2020), and psychiatric disorders
such as autism spectrum disorder (Zhubi et al., 2014; Cheng et al.,
2018a), psychosis (Dong et al., 2012), and major depressive disorder
(Gross et al., 2017). Beyond these identified roles of TET function and
5hmC within the brain, recent evidence further implicates the TET
proteins and active demethylation processes in modulation
stress-induced molecular and behavioural adaptations (Table 1).
1.4. Role of TET proteins and demethylation in the central stress response
Prior to the discovery of TET-mediated active demethylation, clinical
and pre-clinical studies had identified stress-induced regulation of DNA
methylation at candidate genes associated primarily with HPA axis
4
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Table 1
Summary of stress-related behavioural phenotypes and molecular adaptations following modulation of TET family proteins within the rodent brain. 5mC 5-methyl
cytosine, 5hmC 5-hydroxymethylcytosine, AMG Amygdala, BNST Bed nucleus of the stria terminalis, CD Catalytic domain, CDm Catalytic domain mutant, CER
Cerebellum, cKO conditional knock-out, CRS Chronic restraint stress, CSDS Chronic social defeat stress, CTX cortex, DaLi Dark light test, DEG Differentially expressed
gene, DG Dentate gyrus, dHPC dorsal hippocampus, EPM Elevated plus maze, EZM Elevated zero maze, FST Forced swim test, HPC hippocampus, IEG Immediate early
gene, KD Knockdown, KO knockout, LTD Long-term depression, LTP Long-term potentiation, mEPSC miniature excitatory post-synaptic currents, mIPSC miniature
inhibitory post-synaptic currents, mESCs mouse embryonic stem cells, MWM Morris water maze, NAc Nucleus accumbens, NOR Novel object recognition, OE over
expression, OF open field, OLM Object location memory, RAWM Radial arm water maze, shRNA short hairpin RNA, SPT Sucrose preference test, TALE Transcription
Activator Like Effectors, TST Tail suspension test, vHPC ventral hippocampus.
Manipulation

Brain region

Molecular effects

Physiological/Behavioural effects

Reference

Tet1-CD OE

dHPC

OF: No change
Context fear: Short term (1hr) no change; Long term (24hr): ↓
freezing (both TET1-CD and Tet1-CDm OE)

Kaas et al.
(2013)

Tet1KO (exon 4
deletion)

Constitutive

↓ global 5mC and ↑ global 5hmC;
↑ IEG (Arc, Egr1, Fos) and Bdnf mRNA expression
(both TET1-CD and Tet1-CDm OE)
↑ Tdg, Mbd4, Smug1 mRNA expression (only Tet1CD OE)
↓ global 5hmC (cortex and HPC)
↓ IEG mRNA expression (Npas4, Fos, Arc, Egr2)
↑ 5 mC at Npas4 locus

Rudenko
et al. (2013)

Tet1KO (exon 4
deletion)

Constitutive

5hmC decrease in DG, HPC, CTX
Dysregulation of IEGs and methylation machinery

Tet1KO (exon 3
deletion)

Constitutive

Decreased body weight and increased lethality at
birth; Compensatory ↑ Tet2 mRNA in mESCs but
not adult HPC
Decreased Oxtr and Npas4 mRNA associated with
increased 5 mC around TSS

Tet1KO (exon 13
deletion)
Tet1KO (exon 4
deletion)

Constitutive

Epigenetic regulation of neurogenic genes

OF, EPM, FST, cued fear (24hr): No change
Context fear (1 × 0.8 mA): Long term (24hr) no change;
Extinction: ↑ freezing
MWM: Impaired reversal learning dHPC CA1 LTP and basal
neurophysiology properties: No change
dHPC CA1 LTD: Enhanced
OF, EPM, 3-chamber social interaction: No change
Context fear (1 × 0.5 mA or 1 × 0.8 mA) ↑ freezing at 24hr, 15d
and 30d
Cued fear (1 × 0.5 mA or 1 × 0.8 mA) ↑ freezing at 24hr dHPC
CA1 LTP and basal neurophysiological properties: No change
(also observed upon Tet1-CD and Tet1-CDm OE in dHPC CA1)
OF: Decreased locomotion and centre time
No Change DaLi, NOR, CTX and cued fear, MWM
Resident intruder: females more aggressive with modest shift in
threatening postures in both sexes
Maternal care impaired
HPC: No change basal neurophysiological properties, LTP or
sIPSCs.
Impaired adult HPC neurogenesis and spatial memory (MWM)

Constitutive

Tet2KO (exon 3
deletion)

Constitutive

Tet1 OE

Constitutive

Altered 5hmC profiles in PFC largely overlapping
with stress-induced hypermethylated loci in wildtype PFC
Altered 5hmC profiles in PFC with modest overlap
with stress-induced hypomethylated loci in wildtype PFC
↑ Tet1 mRNA and TET1 protein in PFC, AMG, HPC,
CER

Tet1cKO (exon 4
deletion)

NAc

Altered NAc gene expression profiles with ~250
DEGs following CSDS vs WT controls enriched for
gene networks mediating immune response.

Tet1FL KD
(TALE)
Tet1FL KD
(TALE)
Tet1s KD (TALE)

HPC primary
neurons
dHPC CA1

Altered gene expression enriched for immune
response gene networks
No analysis conducted

HPC primary
neurons
dHPC CA1

Altered gene expression enriched for neuronal
function gene networks
No analysis conducted

Tet2 KD
(shRNA)

dHPC

No analysis conducted

Tet2cKO (exon 3
deletion)

Adult neural
progenitor cells
(Tet2cKO-Nestin)
dHPC

No analysis conducted

Tet1s KD (TALE)

Tet2 OE
cKO

Tet3
(exon 7
deletion)

Forebrain excitatory
neurons (Tet3cKOCamk2a
)

Altered gene expression and 5hmC profiles
associated with pro neurogenesis pathways
Reduced Tet3 mRNA in AMG, PFC, HPC; No change
in BNST
No change in global 5mC
Altered dHPC gene expression with 20 DEGs
including ↑ Fos and Npas4 mRNA
Altered vHPC gene expression with 143 DEGs
including ↑ Npas4 and ↓ Crhr2 mRNA
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FST: ↓ immobility at baseline and after 1 and 2 weeks CRS
TST: No change at baseline; ↓ immobility 1 and 2 weeks CRS

Kumar et al.
(2015)

Towers et al.
(2018)

Zhang et al.
(2013)
Cheng et al.
(2018b)

FST: ↑ immobility at baseline and after 1 and 2 weeks CRS
TST: No change at baseline; ↑ immobility after 2 weeks CRS
FST and rotarod: No change
OF: ↓ locomotor activity and centre time
EPM: ↓ open arm time
Y maze deficit
Passive avoidance: ↑ latency at 1d and 7d
↑ HPC adult neurogenesis
Social interaction and FST: No change at baseline
SPT: ↑ preference at baseline
OF: ↑ centre time at baseline
EPM: ↑ open arm time at baseline
CSDS: ↑ proportion of resilient Tet1cKO after 10d CSDS
↑ mEPSC frequency and amplitude
OF and EZM: No change
Context fear: ↓ freezing (24h)
↓ mEPSC frequency with no change in amplitude
OF and EZM: No change
Context fear: ↑ freezing (24h)
Impaired HPC neurogenesis
RAWM: Impaired short (24h) and long term (5d) memory
Contextual fear: ↓ freezing (24h); Cued fear: No change
Impaired HPC neurogenesis
RAWM: Impaired long term (5d) memory
Contextual fear: ↓ freezing (24h); Cued fear: No change
Rescues age-related neurogenesis and cognitive impairments
↑ basal am and pm circulating corticosterone levels
TST, FST, NOR: No change
OF: ↓ centre time
EPM: ↓ open arm head dips and ↓ latency to enter open arms
MWM: No change in acquisition and retention; Altered search
strategy vHPC dendritic spine maturation altered with no
change in density (no change dHPC)

Kwon et al.
(2018)

Feng et al.
(2017)

Greer et al.
(2020)

Gontier et al.
(2018)

Antunes
et al. (2020)
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anxiogenic phenotype (i.e., increased anxiety) in adult males with no
differences in depressive-like behaviours (Kwon et al., 2018).
Stress-related learning is also augmented as Tet1OE mice display
increased latency to enter a conditioned aversive chamber in the passive
avoidance task up to 7 days after conditioning. Increased adult neuro
genesis and TET1-mediated increases in Egr1 expression within the HPC
of Tet1OE mice were suggested as potential mechanisms for anxiogenic
phenotype and aberrant retention of stress-related memory in the pas
sive avoidance task (Kwon et al., 2018). Such studies must be considered
with caution due to the developmental confounds of TET modulation
and the lack of tissue specificity, particularly considering the roles TET
proteins in neurodevelopment and hippocampal neurogenesis. Yet, it
appears that decreased or increased levels of TET1 throughout life
modulate depressive- and anxiety-like behaviours in opposing di
rections, with decreased TET2 levels promoting depressive-like behav
iours in adult male mice.
Interestingly, the depressive-like phenotype observed in Wilms
tumour 1 (Wt1) conditional KO (cKO) mice, is mediated in part via
embryonic perturbation of a WT1-TET2 complex that in wild-type mice
binds to the promoter of the important neurodevelopmental gene
Erythropoietin (Epo), driving TET2-mediated demethylation and
increasing Epo mRNA expression for functional embryonic neurogenesis
(Ji et al., 2020). Such findings are indicative of a potential mechanism of
depressive-like phenotypes observed in Tet2KO mice (Cheng et al.,
2018b). Conversely, support for the role of reduced TET1 levels medi
ating antidepressant-like phenotypes was demonstrated in Tet1cKO mice
(Tet1 exon 4 flanked by LoxP sites such that cre-dependent KO results in
an unstable truncated protein lacking the catalytic domain), which
display anxiolytic and antidepressant-like phenotypes following tar
geted Tet1 KD within the nucleus accumbens (NAc) in adult male mice
(Feng et al., 2017). Viral-mediated KD of Tet1 within the NAc (~80%
Tet1 mRNA of controls) increased sucrose preference (a measure of
hedonic reward processing) and induced anxiolytic-like effects in the OF
and EPM with no difference in social interaction in adult male mice.
Utilising chronic social defeat stress (CSDS), the authors further
demonstrated that NAc-specific Tet1 KD modestly increased the pro
portion of stress resilient mice compared to wild-type controls, although
overall Tet1 KD mice still displayed social avoidance, an indicator of
stress susceptibility in this model (Golden et al., 2011). This finding
contradicted the reduced Tet1 mRNA levels observed in the NAc of mice
susceptible to CSDS, which is in line with decreased PFC Tet1 mRNA and
TET1 protein levels in a genetic rat model of depressive-like behaviour
(Wei et al., 2014) emphasizing the necessity for refined cell-type specific
molecular analysis and TET modulation within the brain. Moreover,
opposed to the baseline characterisation of Tet1 KD mice, only the social
interaction test (commonly employed to assess resiliency/susceptibility
to CSDS), was employed to analyse the effects of CSDS so no conclusions
regarding anxiety-like and depressive-like behaviours or HPA axis
function following chronic stress can be drawn from this study (Feng
et al., 2017).
Collectively, these studies indicate that both developmental and
targeted reduction in TET1 levels within the brain may result in a pro
stress resilience phenotype in male mice, whereas developmental in
creases in TET1 levels appears to be anxiogenic with developmental
reduction of TET2 levels and perturbation of TET2 interacting proteins
inducing depressive-like behaviours. As to how these behavioural phe
notypes manifest following TET modulation remains to be seen due the
confounds of developmental transgenic manipulations and the limited
molecular characterisation conducted. Moreover, the lack of thorough
analysis of both behavioural and physiological parameters before and
after stress exposure, restrict the conclusions that can be drawn in
relation to TET function in stress adaptation. Despite this, considering
the observed phenotypes following modulation of TET1 and TET2, this
begs the question; what is the role of TET3 in adaptive behaviour in
response to stress?
Unlike the viability of Tet1KO and Tet2KO mice, Tet3 deletion results

in neonatal lethality (Guo et al., 2011) and thus genetic manipulations of
Tet3 remain relatively scarce in adult animals. However, TET3 appears
to be critical for basal and stimulus-induced brain functions with it being
most sensitive to homeostatic synaptic plasticity and modulating glu
tamatergic transmission to a greater extent than TET1 or TET2 in HPC
neurons (Yu et al., 2015). A role of TET3 within the mouse medial PFC
(mPFC) has also been demonstrated for behavioural adaptation upon the
extinction of cued-fear memory (Li et al., 2014). Moreover, TET3 ap
pears to be sensitive to GR stimulation as DEX treatment induces a
specific upregulation of Tet3 mRNA in rat neural stem cells (NSCs) in
vitro, although prenatal DEX exposure increased the expression of Tet1,
Tet2, and Tet3 mRNA within the postnatal pup cortex in this study (Bose
et al., 2015). Further evidence for the interaction of TET3 and
stress-induced signalling pathways in the brain was demonstrated via
epigenetic priming (i.e., latent epigenetic changes modulating gene
inducibility) of the Crh locus in the PVN of male chicks in response to
early-life heat stress (Cramer et al., 2019). Heat shock stress at postnatal
day (PND) 3 induces coordinated regulation of chromatin state and DNA
methylation within an intronic repressor element of the Crh locus, with
increased Tet3 mRNA and TET activity suggested to mediate active
demethylation of this Crh repressor element, decreasing Crh transcrip
tion and CRH levels in resilient chicks. However, in a complex interplay
of epigenetic factors, a TET3-REST complex binds to this Crh repressor
specifically in vulnerable chicks so that it does not undergo active
demethylation and therefore results in increased Crh transcription and
CRH levels upon a subsequent stress challenge at PND 10. This is a good
example of stress-induced epigenetic metaplasticity or epigenetic
priming and demonstrates that TET3-mediated active demethylation
does indeed function in stress adaptation in the brain. Notably, thorough
investigation of DNA methylation and gene expression changes upon
DEX stimulation in a human HPC neuronal cell line identified stable
changes in DNA methylation that did not alter basal expression of
proximal genes but rather primed them to a subsequent DEX challenge
indicative of a role of DNA methylation in GR-mediated epigenetic
priming in neurons (Provencal et al., 2020). Upregulation of TET1 and
UHRF1 mRNA (DNMT1-interacting protein) was also observed in this
study upon DEX stimulation although this was not stably maintained
following washout of DEX from cell culture medium yet could indicate a
transient role of GR-induced TET1 activity in this system. Thus, TET
proteins may mediate stress-induced epigenetic priming/metaplasticity
of relevance to the molecular embedding of stressful life experiences in
neurons.
In the first study employing cell-type specific Tet3 deletion within the
brain, Antunes et al., 2020 found that early adult deletion of Tet3 within
excitatory forebrain neurons induces an anxiogenic phenotype associ
ated with increased basal CORT levels in adult male mice. Employing
inducible calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase 2α (Camk2a)-
CreERT2 mice crossed with Tet3cKO mice (Tet3cKO-Camk2a; Tet3 exon 7
encoding catalytic domain flanked by loxP sites), deletion of Tet3 in
forebrain excitatory neurons reduced bulk levels (i.e., not cell-type
specific) of Tet3 mRNA within the PFC, amygdala, dHPC and ventral
(vHPC) with no changes in the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST)
(Antunes et al., 2020). Tet3cKO-Camk2a mice had a moderate anxiogenic
phenotype assessed in the OF and EPM with no changes in
depressive-like behaviours observed in the FST and TST or cognitive
performance in the novel object recognition or Morris water maze
(despite altered strategy). Significantly, Tet3cKO-Camk2a mice had
increased basal circulating CORT levels at both a.m. and p.m. time
points compared to wild-type controls, although stress-induced modu
lation of HPA axis function was not further investigated. Morphological
abnormalities of neurons in vHPC but not dHPC were observed in
Tet3CKO− Camk2a mice and associated with modest alterations in bulk gene
expression in which several stress-associated candidate genes were
dysregulated, such as Crhr2 and IEGs Fos and Npas4 (Antunes et al.,
2020). Due to the forebrain-wide deletion of Tet3 within excitatory
neurons in this study, it cannot be concluded that the anxiogenic
6
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phenotype and/or increased CORT levels observed are due to Tet3
modulation within the HPC alone. Around 1/3 of Crh neurons within
both the anterior BNST and central amygdala also co-express Camk2a
and were identified as long-range GABAergic projection neurons tar
geting regions such as the ventral tegmental area of the midbrain (Dedic
et al., 2018). Interestingly, Crh KO within these Camk2a positive ante
rior BNST and central amygdala neurons employing CrhcKO-Camk2a mice,
similarly induces an anxiogenic phenotype as in the Tet3cKO-Camk2a
although unlike Tet3 KO, no differences in basal or stress-induced CORT
levels were observed following Crh KO (Dedic et al., 2018). Considering
these findings and the evidence of TET3 modulation of Crh expression
within the HYP (Cramer et al., 2019), one can posit that Tet3cKO-Camk2a
mice will also delete Tet3 in these Camk2a-Crh co-expressing neurons of
the anterior BNST and central amygdala, potentially altering Crh levels
within these regions contributing to the anxiogenic phenotype and
altered CORT levels reported in Antunes et al., 2020). Clearly, further
investigation into the role of TET3 upon HPA axis function and stress
adaptation is required. Moreover, direct comparison of targeted
cell-type specific TET modulation should be addressed within the
context of stress.
Although our understanding remains limited, there is an increasing
appreciation for the non-redundant role of TET family proteins as well as
demethylation and 5hmC in adaptive and maladaptive responses to
stress. Generally, reduced TET1 levels within the brain appears to confer
pro stress resiliency and anti-depressant-like effects opposed to the
depressive-like or anxiogenic phenotypes observed upon reduce levels of
TET2 and TET3, respectively, within the male rodent brain. Yet, many
open questions remain as to mechanisms by which TET proteins function
in the brain, particularly within the context of stress. For example; are
there sex-specific functions of TET proteins in stress adaptation? Are
catalytic and catalytic-independent functions of TET proteins, both of
which are observed in the brain (Montalban-Loro et al., 2019), involved
in their interaction with the central stress response? Are TET-mediated
dynamic methylation processes simply permissive or necessary for the
molecular embedding and perpetuation of stress-induced transcriptional
activity within the brain? Finally, one prominent question pertains to
how specific targeting of dynamic DNA methylation processes occurs at
discrete genomic regions in response to environmental stimuli, such as
stress. As such, do TET interacting partners mediate TET genome tar
geting and/or modulate TET activity within the brain to mediate tran
scriptional and behavioural adaptions to stress?

with a suggested role of EGR1 in recruiting TET1s to modulate the
neuronal DNA methylome throughout postnatal neurodevelopment and
in response to neuronal activity (Sun et al., 2019). However, whether
stress-induced modulation of EGR1 may also coordinate genomic tar
geting and/or activity of TET1 (and potentially TET2/3) within neurons
to mediate stress-induced transcription remains an open question. A
potential example of such an effect has, however, previously been
described in a prominent series of studies employing a rat maternal care
model (low licking and grooming model) (Buschdorf and Meaney,
2015). EGR1 was demonstrated to bind a single CpG within an EGR1
response element in the Nr3c1 exon 1 (Dean and Keshavan, 2017) pro
moter resulting in induction of a permissive chromatin state enabling
DNA demethylation and increased HPC Nr3c1 mRNA in response to
increased maternal care in rats (Weaver et al., 2004a, 2004b, 2007). As a
consequence of low maternal care (i.e., early life stress), this EGR1
binding and subsequent demethylation process is lost resulting hyper
methylation at this CpG and stable downregulation of Nr3c1 mRNA
within the rat HPC associated with increased HPA axis responsivity in
adulthood (Buschdorf and Meaney, 2015; Weaver et al., 2004a, 2004b,
2007; Hellstrom et al., 2012). Hypermethylation of the orthologous
human promoter of this locus (NR3C1 1F) within the HPC of suicide
victims exposed to child abuse (and other NR3C1 promoters) (Labonte
et al., 2012a, 2012b) further suggested that similar mechanisms may be
involved within the human brain following early life stress (McGowan
et al., 2009). The mechanism by which active demethylation occurs at
this locus has not been subsequently pursued. However, in light of the
recently identified TET1-EGR1 interaction within the brain and the
proposed EGR1 targeting model it is tempting to hypothesise that
EGR1indeed recruits TET1 to this locus to induce the observed deme
thylation, however this requires experimental validation.
Notably, recent evidence in HEK293T cells also indicates that TET
proteins are direct interacting partners of several steroid hormone re
ceptors including the thyroid hormone receptor α1 (ΤRα1), TRβ1, oes
trogen receptor alpha (ERRα) and androgen receptor (AR) (Guan et al.,
2017). This interaction appears to be mediated via the catalytic domain
and was strongest for TET3. Importantly, direct TET3-CD interactions
were shown to increase chromatin binding of ΤRα1, TRβ1, ERRα and AR
indicative of the coordinated action of TET3 and these receptors for
appropriate chromatin localisation. Moreover, TET3 stabilises ΤRα1
likely via non-catalytic limitation of polyubiquitination, such that Tet3
KD or KO results in reduced ΤRα1 protein but not mRNA (Guan et al.,
2017). Further evidence of TET-steroid receptor interactions has been
observed in various non-neuronal cell types. For example, within pros
tate cells, hormone-induced stimulation of AR activity also appears to
recruit TET1 and TDG to stress-sensitive loci such as the Sgk1 locus
modulating its transcription (Dhiman et al., 2015). TET1, specifically
TET1s, has also been shown to be involved in the differentiation of
gonadotrope cells of the pituitary gland with gonadotropin-releasing
hormone inducing AR and ESR1 binding to the Tet1 locus regulating
Tet1s mRNA (Yosefzon et al., 2017). Thus, HPA axis function at level of
pituitary may also involve TET proteins as well as at the level of the
adrenal gland as Tet3 mRNA is increased in cortisol-producing adenoma
(Zhong et al., 2019). Considering the degree of overlap between the
interactome of steroid receptors, such as GR and AR (Lempiainen et al.,
2017), it is intriguing as to whether such TET/steroid receptor in
teractions would extend to GR and MR, in which contexts, and whether
these interactions also occur within the brain. Moreover, do such in
teractions contribute the molecular encoding of stressful experiences as
suggested for the TET1-EGR1 interaction?
One other promising TET interacting partner likely to mediate such
effects, although not directly in the brain, is the O-linked N-acetylglu
cosamine transferase (OGT), which stably interacts with all TET proteins
and can be recruited by them in a non-catalytic manner to mediate
transcriptional regulation via post-translational O-GlcNAcylation of
predominantly chromatin modifiers (Hrit et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2013;
Deplus et al., 2013; Vella et al., 2013). Interestingly, placental OGT is

2. TET interacting proteins in the brain and potential role in the
central stress response
Due to the predominance of truncated TET protein isoforms lacking
the CXXC domain within the adult brain, an important question remains
as to the identity and role of TET interacting proteins for TET-mediated
targeting and function in response to stressful stimuli. For example,
several studies have identified REST as a direct interacting partner of
TET3 within the brain (Cramer et al., 2019), main olfactory epithelium
(Yang et al., 2020), and retina (Perera et al., 2015). These studies sug
gest that REST may recruit TET3 to candidate loci inducing local
demethylation, as for the Crh locus within the chick HYP upon heat
shock stress (Cramer et al., 2019). Although within the main olfactory
epithelium, it appears that TET3 plays mainly a non-catalytic role sta
bilising the REST protein (Yang et al., 2020). Moreover, Cheng et al.,
2018 identified a direct stress-induced interaction of HIF1α and TET1
within the mouse PFC suggesting that, at least for a subset of candidate
loci, HIF1α may guide TET1 to stress-sensitive genomic loci to modulate
local DNA methylation and transcription (Cheng et al., 2018b). Another
promising TET interaction partner is early growth response protein 1
(EGR1) also known as nerve growth factor-inducible protein A, which
has a clear role in stress-induced transcription in the brain (Duclot and
Kabbaj, 2017). Recently, a direct interaction of EGR1 and TET1s (via
their C-terminals) was demonstrated within the mouse frontal cortex
7
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and postnatal stages. TET protein function and the active demethylation
also appear to be involved in stress-induced neuroepigenetic and
behavioural adaptations through as yet largely undefined mechanisms.
Thus, although still relatively underexplored, TET proteins may play a
key role in the biological embedding of stressful life experiences within
the brain ultimately perpetuating stable and dynamic transcriptional
patterns underlying adaptive and/or maladaptive behavioural states of
relevance to stress-related psychiatric disorders.

significantly lower in males, as opposed to females, in humans and mice
(due to its X-linkage). Prenatal stress-induced or genetic reductions in
placental OGT result in transcriptional and epigenetic regulation in
placental tissue and the embryonic HYP associated with maladaptive
stress responses in adulthood in a sex-specific manner (Howerton et al.,
2013; Howerton and Bale, 2014). Moreover, work from our own lab
suggests that modulation of Tet and Dnmt mRNA levels are modulated in
a sex-specific manner within placental tissue following prenatal stress in
mice (Schroeder et al., 2018). Thus, considering the widespread epige
netic and transcriptional changes upon placental OGT perturbations, the
abundant expression of TET proteins within the placenta (Yosefzon
et al., 2017) and stress-sensitivity of TETs in placental tissue, it is likely
that TET-OGT interactions play a role in the response of placental tissue
and thus subsequent developmental trajectories following prenatal
stress exposure. TET protein interacting partners may therefore act as a
functional link between stress-induced signalling cascades and
TET-mediated transcriptional regulation within the brain in both
healthy and pathological states warranting much further investigation.
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3. Future directions

Data availability

The described studies identify non-redundant roles of TET proteins in
modulating the neuroepigenetic and behavioural adaptation in response
to stress exposure by yet undefined mechanisms. To date, the role of TET
proteins in the central stress response has focused primarily on devel
opmental genetic manipulations with only a few studies investigating
the molecular mechanisms underlying TET-mediated behavioural
dysfunction. Future studies should focus on developmental stage, re
gion- and cell-type specific TET modulation employing sophisticated
viral-mediated and transgenic approaches. Due to the region- and celltype specific nature of the neuronal DNA methylome (Luo et al.,
2017), it is critical that future studies employ modern cell-type specific
analysis of both the transcriptome and epigenome changes in response
to stress or TET modulations via the use of single cell omics, transgenic
mouse models (Mo et al., 2015), or fluorescent activated cell sorting.
Moreover, considering the inability of classical bisulfite sequencing to
differentiate between 5mC and 5hmC, future studies should employ
genome-wide, base resolution methylation profiling techniques assess
ing both 5mC and 5hmC (e.g., oxidative bisulfite sequencing) in CG and
non-CG contexts to enable the identification of novel loci of relevance to
long-term embedding of stress exposure at the molecular level. As dis
cussed, further investigation of TET interacting partners in the brain
must also be conducted, with the aim of furthering our understanding of
how targeted regulation of DNA methylation can occur at discrete
genomic loci in neuronal populations in response to environmental
stimuli, such as stress. Novel Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short
Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR)/dCas9 tools such as CRISPR activation
(Savell et al., 2019) and CRISPR interference (Zheng et al., 2018) should
also be employed to modulate endogenous TET levels in a more physi
ological range as well as isoform specific manner as recently demon
strated with TALE-mediated repression of Tet1 isoforms in the brain
(Greer et al., 2020). Moreover, as the functional utility of epigenome
editing tools, such as dCas9-TET1 and dCas9-DNMT3A, have been
demonstrated within the rodent brain (Liu et al., 2016, 2018), the causal
interaction of stress-induced DNA methylation changes must be inves
tigated to further our mechanistic understanding of how TET proteins
and dynamic regulation of the DNA methylome may be a conduit for the
biological embedding of stressful life experiences within neurons of the
brain.
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